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►►► Economy 

 
Bloomberg 
►  Meet 2016's Worst Economic Performers Flirting With Disaster  
For the world's worst-performing economies, no good will come from New 
Year's resolutions to do better. For many, 2016 will only bring more 
disappointment, say economists surveyed by Bloomberg.  
 
RTT News 
►  China Inflation Rises Slightly In December; PPI Down 
China's consumer price inflation increased marginally in December on rise 
in food prices but it still remained well below the government's target.  

►►► Politics 

 
Business Insider 
► PUTIN: The deterioration of Russia's relationship with the West is the 
result of many 'mistakes' 
Russian President Vladimir Putin told the German daily newspaper BILD that 
he believes Russia's deteriorating relationship with the West was the result... 
 
Business Recorder 
►  Merkel under pressure as cologne violence cases rise to 516 
Cologne police on Sunday said they had now recorded over 500 cases of 
New Year's Eve violence blamed on migrants, piling fresh pressure on... 

►►► Opinions 

 
Stephen Pope 
►  Calm down, disastrous start doesn't mean equities story is over 
The new year certainly made a horrendous start as all 22 of the major indices 
I follow at Spotlight Group booked a loss. Please see the table below for a 
summary of their performance.  
 
John Rubino 
►  The Shrinking Global Economy In 3 Charts  
Regular contributor Michael Pollaro offers three more charts which tell a story 
that’s both disturbing and apparently misunderstood by a lot of mainstream 
analysts. 

►►► Currencies 

 
FXStreet 
►  EUR/USD wobbles around 1.0920 
After bottoming out in the 1.0900 neighbourhood during the Asian 
session, EUR/USD is now hovering over the 1.0920/30 band.  
 
WBP Online 
►  AUD/USD: Aussie Bounces Back From 4-Month Lows 
After suffering a bruising end to the week the aussie recovered slightly on 
Monday and rose from four-month lows, although China and commodity 
concerns still persist.  

►►► Markets 

 
The Business Times 
►  Oil prices slip further on China worries 
Oil prices fell further on Monday on persistent worries about China's growth 
slowdown and a supply glut, but analysts said tensions between producer 
giants Iran and Saudi Arabia could provide some support.  
 
Market Watch 
►  China stocks drop again, dragging Asian markets 
China shares slid Monday, and losses in other regional markets deepened, as 
a rout that knocked trillions of dollars off global stocks last week ricochets 
back to Asia.  

►►► Top Videos 

 
CNBC 
►  Here's why this investor says sell Wilmar 
Nirgunan Tiruchelvam, director of research at Religare Capital Markets 
inSingapore, explains that Wilmar earnings were driven by the 
dollar/renminbi carry trade.  
 
Euronews 
►  Egyptian parliament meets for the first time in three years 
The Egyptian parliament met on Sunday for the first time in three years as 
President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi seeks approval for up to 300 laws issued by 
decree while the assembly was suspended.  
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